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Its been a while since I have had 
time to sit and write anything for 
the newsletter. 

We have been having a  busy time 
at the EAKC with the retirement 
of Fred, moving the office out of 
my living room and back to the 
show ground in January and 
starting the year with an entirely 
new staff and  a new chairperson 
as Biddy Davis handed over to 
Grace Wahome in November last 
year having continued several 
years longer than she had wanted 
to. 

The Council has been meeting 
online and off each month to keep 
all the business of the Club going 
and, after skipping 2020 
altogether we managed to hold 
the AGM in June 2021. I hope I 
have succeeded in capturing all 
this in this issue of the EAKC 
Newsletter.

Neeltje

Hi again!

G����� O���� (O������ S���), 
M����� G���� K������ (AGM)
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Wambui studied HR management and has a 
love of dogs which led her to apply with us. She 
took to the front office in days and has taken on 
the task of reforming the EAKC’s HR policies 
while managing the grounds staff, maintaining 
accounts, and putting her multi tasking skills to 

the test answering the phone and assisting with data entry too, giving us the much-needed 
space to update the office procedures.  

Linda, the Club’s treasurer took on the arduous 
task receiving and sifting through the 
applications received to produce a short list of 
candidates who were interviewed by various 
members of the Council. Two came through to a 
second round of interviews at which point it was 
decided that Wambui was the best match for the 
job. 

Since the last newsletter a lot has changed at the EAKC. 
The decision was made to close the shop, which was set up 
when there were few places in Nairobi where one could 
buy pet food, which is quite a contrast to the current 
thriving pet shop scene! This decision coincided with Fred 
Kiari’s retirement after 35 years with club. Without him I 
could not have run the shop anyway!

Advertisement for the Front office position went out in 
November last year and interviews were scheduled in 

December.

With the shop cleared out a massive tidy and re-
organisation of the office ensued to make space for a new 
front office assistant: Wambui Gacheru. 

Speaking of us all, James Muthee and 
James Wilari left the club’s employ in 
January, leaving us somewhat short 
staffed. Another round of interviews 
was scheduled, this time for new 
grounds keepers. Thanks to Linda 
these were all arranged and run, 
just like the earlier interviews. 

Wambui enjoys a well-earned break on Wednesday mornings, when she joins in with the 
Labrador Club training and socialisation class. Our database now proudly includes over 
19,300 records and we have 450 Microchip 
records online, globally searchable through 
Chipndoodle.com

With the food stock gone out of the container, we gained a 
lot of space for the large archive of files that are the core of 
the EAKC. Wambui, who joins us from her home in Thika 
every day is a bright addition to the office. 

From the Office

The Front office with Wambui Gacheru

Moving the office back

The new grounds team: Jackson &Tyson
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Jackson did not know much about dogs when he joined us but enjoys learning new things, 
he finds it very interesting to learn more now. He enjoys the friendly atmosphere at work 
and living at the grounds.

He works diligently, all on his 
own, to clear, weed and improve this property. Justus helps enthusiastically during our 
club activities, such as the Lab Club Field trial training and more recently our AGM. 
Helping with the setting up and signing in of the members.

Last but not least Justus Kioko 
quietly joined us end of last year 
and has been ably tending the 
Weld Dixon show ground where 
s o m e  o f  y o u  m a y  h a v e 
encountered him during the 
October Show. 

It is a pleasure working with this new team on a daily basis.

Tyson Anyira and Jackson Muli were selected out of the applicants and joined us in 
March.

Tyson too enjoys the work and atmosphere. He is an enthusiastic DJ having made a couple 
of his own mixes and would like to go to college to study ICT in the future. In the 
meantime, they have worked tirelessly to reclaim every inch of our available show 
ground for our members to enjoy. The above picture probably leaves most of you quite 
confused and wondering where on our old and well known grounds it might have been 
taken from! Because it is a 
panoramic photo it is even more 
confusing The office is “up at the 
top” on the right, the tall water 
tower left from center belongs to 
our new neighbours; Bulto. 

Justus Kioko and Wambui Gacheru ready at the AGM
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A������ M�������  
 

 
C���� C������� (GB) D  D�����  

B�����  
 

 
V������� F�������������� (ZA) D  B��� -P����  
S���� L��'� P��� C���� M� I� Y�� C�� �� D������ (MNE) D  B���  
S���� L��'� P��� Q���� K���� �� D������ (MNE) B  B��� 

B���� R������ T������  
 

 
B���� R�������� A���� P�������� (HUN) D  C����   
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N���  O���� 

G����� S������� D��    
B����� ��� A����� (D) D  G�������  
F���� V�� H��� M�����(SERB) B  G�������  
F���� V�� H��� M�����(SERB) B  G�������  
I����� I��� W��� (SERB) D  M����   
N����� I��� W��� (SERB) D  M����   
F����� ��� K������(ZA) B  M�����  
N���� �� P�������� (SERB) D  M����   
I���� ��� H���������� (D) B  K������  
F���� ��� ��� P����������� (NL) B  K������  
D��� F��� D���� (SERB) B  M��������  

G����� S������� D��(LC)  
 

 
A���� ��� P������ (SERB) B  K�����  

L������� R��������  
 

 
L��� (I) B  M������  
F���������� C����� (UK) D  W������� 

R���������  
 

 
TK'� Q���� B (SERB) B  M����   
L���� S������ A���� (SERB) B  K�����   
F��� ��� ��� M������ W�� (SERB) B  M��������  

S������� H����  
 

 
RKF C�. B����������� Z���� K���� U����� S����� (RUS) B  G�������   
E���� G��� P���� W���� N���� (RUS) D  G�������   
S��������� S���� A������ (RUS) B  G�������  

T������ M������  
 

 
B�� S��� �� T��������� U����� (RU) B  M������  

D��������  
 

 
I�� A�� D�� B����� H���� (D) B  W����  

F����� B������  
 

 
P�������� S�������� B���� (UKR) B  H���� 
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B���� N��� G����� O���� S����  

G����� S������� D�� 
   

 

M����-T��� �� P�������� B A�����  �:�=��   

T��� E����� B A�����  �:�=��   

T��� E������� D A�����  �:�=�   
D������ P���� B B������ �:�=��   
S���� D������� D�� D B������ �:�=��   
D������ P����� D B��� �:�=��   
B����� ��� A����� (D) D G������� �:�=��   
E� C���� ��� H��� M����� (SERB) D G������� �:�=�   
E����� ��� H��� M����� (SERB) B G������� �:�=��   
S���� Z���� G��� B K����� �:�=��   
S���� Z���� M���� B K����� �:�=�   
T� J� E��� B K����� �:�=��   
M������� U���� D K�������� �:�=��   
S���� D������� D���� B K������ �:�=��   
B�� B��� B K�����  �:�=��   
K��� Z��� B K�����  �:�=��   
N���� D��� B K�����  �:�=�   
R��� R���� B K�����  �:�=��   
V����� D��� D K�����  �:�=��   
K����� P���� B M����� ��:�=��   
T������ X���� D M����� �:�=��   
F����� D����� B M������ �:�=��   
M����� T��� D O����  �:�=�   
N��� N��� B O����  �:�=��   
R���� R���� B O����  �:�=��   
R��� M��� D O����  �:�=�   
S���� B���� E��� B S���  �:�=��   
T� J� C���� B S���  �:�=��   
A�� M��� B S���  �:�=��   
H������ H���� D S���  ��:�=��   
K��������� C������ D S���  �:�=��   
K��������� E����� D S���  �:�=��   
E�� V�� B W����  �:��=��  

  

Hip Score
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O������� U���� E��� B D����  �:�=�   
C������ B������ D H����� �:��=��   
O������� V����� F��� B H����� �:�=��   
I���� I���������� I���� B M������ ��:�=��   
E�� G��� B M���� M.  ��:��=��   
E�� H��� D M���� M.  �:�=��   
I����'� Z��� D M����  �:�=�   
N��� G������� D M�F����� �:�=�   
A����� J��� B M������ �:�=��   
A������� P������� B M������ �:�=��   
O������� V������� B N�����  ��:�=��   
O������� S������� P����� D N���� �:�=�   
I���� J���� J��� D O����� �:�=��  

     
     
     

     
    

�:�=��

�:�=�

��:�=��

�:�=��

O�����

S���������

W������

W����

B

B

D

D

T� J� B������

D������ K���

O������� L�������������

E�� H����

E�� H���� D W���� �:�=��
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H�� ������ 7

B���� N��� G����� O���� S���� 

R�������� R�������� 
   

 

G�������� J���� (ZA) D S����� �:�=��   

S����� R����� M�������  

I� O� O�� �� W������� (CRO) 
D W����� �:�=�  

 
W������� D��� A�� S��� B W����� �:�=�   
W������� D��� ��� S��� B W����� �:�=�  

R��������� 
   

 

S����� O������� B G����� �:�=��   
G���� S������ A���� (SERB) D K����� �:�=�   
L���� S������ A���� (SERB) B K����� �:�=�   
P���� T������ B K����� �:�=�   
S���� J�� D�� D K����� �:�=��   
S���� RT H��� F�� B K����� �:�=�   
S���� RT H���� B����� D K����� �:�=�   
TK'� Q���� B (SERB) B M����  �:�=�   
A������ ��� G���� D M������ �:�=��   
P������� A����� B M������ �:��=��   
M������ M������� D M����� �:�=�   
M��� E��� B M����� �:�=��   
J������ J��� D R����� �:�=��  

S������� H���� 
   

 
B�������� M���� (SERB) B B��� �:�=�  

A������ M������� 
   

 
C���� G����� N����� (GB) B D�����  �:�=�  

B������� 
   

 
L���� M������� D M������ ��:��=��   
LKB K������� B O����� �:��=��  

C��� C���� 
   

 
L���� P�� F������ (ROM) B K�����  �:�=��  

G����� R�������� 
   

 
D������ R���� D M���� M.  �:�=��  
E�� I���� B M���� M.  �:�=��  
D������ I��� D M����� ��:��=�� 

Hipscore

 H�� S����8
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B���� N��� G����� O���� S���� 

G����� S������� D��(LC) 
   

 

M������� �� P�������� D A����� �:�=�   

M������� W��� B K�������� ��:�=��   
R������ ��� P��������� (SERB) D M����  �:�=��   
A���� S�� B S���  �:�=��   
D��� ��� ��� L��� -A�� (D) B W�������  �:�=��   
E��������� N���� (D) D W�������  �:�=��   
U���� ��� ��� H���� W���� (D) B W�������  ��:�=��  

L������� R�������� 
   

 
H��� S������ �� O������� D D����  �:�=�   
O������� G���� W��� �� O������� B D����  �:�=��   
O������� M����� A������� D D����  �:�=��   
O������� R���� R���� B D����  �:�=�   
O������� S������'�'������� B D����  �:�=��   
O������� U���� E��� B D����  �:�=�   
C������ B������ D H����� �:��=��   
O������� V����� F��� B H����� �:�=��   
I���� I���������� I���� B M������ ��:�=��   
E�� G��� B M���� M.  ��:��=��   
E�� H��� D M���� M.  �:�=��   
I����'� Z��� D M����  �:�=�   
N��� G������� D M�F����� �:�=�   
A����� J��� B M������ �:�=��   
A������� P������� B M������ �:�=��   
O������� V������� B N�����  ��:�=��   
O������� S������� P����� D N���� �:�=�   
I���� J���� J��� D O����� �:�=��  

     
     
     

     
    

�:�=��

�:�=�

��:�=��

�:�=��

O�����

S���������

W������

W����

B

B

D

D

T� J� B������

D������ K���

O������� L�������������

E�� H����

E�� H���� D W���� �:�=��
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H�� ������ 7

B���� N��� G����� O���� S���� 

R�������� R�������� 
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S����� R����� M�������  

I� O� O�� �� W������� (CRO) 
D W����� �:�=�  

 
W������� D��� A�� S��� B W����� �:�=�   
W������� D��� ��� S��� B W����� �:�=�  

R��������� 
   

 

S����� O������� B G����� �:�=��   
G���� S������ A���� (SERB) D K����� �:�=�   
L���� S������ A���� (SERB) B K����� �:�=�   
P���� T������ B K����� �:�=�   
S���� J�� D�� D K����� �:�=��   
S���� RT H��� F�� B K����� �:�=�   
S���� RT H���� B����� D K����� �:�=�   
TK'� Q���� B (SERB) B M����  �:�=�   
A������ ��� G���� D M������ �:�=��   
P������� A����� B M������ �:��=��   
M������ M������� D M����� �:�=�   
M��� E��� B M����� �:�=��   
J������ J��� D R����� �:�=��  

S������� H���� 
   

 
B�������� M���� (SERB) B B��� �:�=�  

A������ M������� 
   

 
C���� G����� N����� (GB) B D�����  �:�=�  

B������� 
   

 
L���� M������� D M������ ��:��=��   
LKB K������� B O����� �:��=��  

C��� C���� 
   

 
L���� P�� F������ (ROM) B K�����  �:�=��  

G����� R�������� 
   

 
D������ R���� D M���� M.  �:�=��  
E�� I���� B M���� M.  �:�=��  
D������ I��� D M����� ��:��=�� 

Hipscore
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N�� M������

New Members
We would like to welcome all the new and returning members (since April 2018) to the 
Club. We are proud to have our first member from Mozambique as well as a new Ugandan 
member(s) in this list. We hope to see you all at our events and of course becoming full 
members in three years. We also hope that you will support the club by volunteering your 
time and expertise. The club is only a sum of its members.

9
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N��� B���� �� I������� 

D� . V����� S. A������� GSD 

S������ D. B��� GSD, B��������CSD 

W����� P. B���� GSD 

S������ S. B������ W���� S���� S�������, GSD�D�������� 

Z����� B��� GSD�R��������� 

R����� K. G����� GSD (LC) 

A��� W. G����� G����� R�������� 

A������� S. G������� GSD 

R������ D. G����� G���� D��� 

D� . P���� C. H����� L������� 

B���������� J��� GSD 

K���'��� W. K���'��� G����� R�������� 

S������ S. K������ GSD 

K������� W. K���� L������� 

J�� G. L������� GSD 

M���� M. J. M���� GSD�B������� 

N����� M. M����� R��������� 

J���� N. M������ GSD, E��� EU S�������, B������� 

L����� M. M��� CSD 

D���� M����� GSD 

S������ M���� GSD 
B�� A. M������ GSD, CSD�B������� 
J������� M. M������ GSD 
S������ M. M������ GSD��B������� 
C�������� D. M����� D���� S������� 
E���� M. M������ GSD, R����������G����� R�������� 

  

N�� M������

New Members
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New Full Members
N���  N���  

B���� O����  H����� N. M����� 

E����� S������  D����� B. M���� 

L��� W. N�����  A����� A�������� 

R����� F. K����  C���� M����-S����� 

F����� I. K��������  D�. M���� W������� 

J������ A. N�������  S����� G. K����� 

A��� M�K�������  J����� M����� M����� 

R����� N. W������  T������ S. W. M����� 

B���� C�����  J������ K. B���-P���� 

C������� K. K�����   

 

N��� B���� �� I������� 

F������ M. N���� GSD, CSD��B������� 

S���� N. N���� GSD 

A����� M. N������ GSD�R����������BB 

N����� O���� GSD 

G���� M�������-O����� L������� 

A����� O. O���� GSD, R���������, B������� 

T������ K. O����� W���� S���� S��������GSD 

D� . G������ O��� R����������B������� 

S����� S. R����� W���� S���� S��������CSD 

C������ R��� L��������GSD 

N����� S��� GSD 

S����� S��� L������� 

V����� W. W������� GSD 

M����� J������ G. W������ GSD�R��������� 

D������ W. W������ L����GSD 

M����� W���� R����������D��������� 
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New Members
We would like to welcome all the new and returning members (since April 2018) to the 
Club. We are proud to have our first member from Mozambique as well as a new Ugandan 
member(s) in this list. We hope to see you all at our events and of course becoming full 
members in three years. We also hope that you will support the club by volunteering your 
time and expertise. The club is only a sum of its members.
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N��� B���� �� I������� 

D� . V����� S. A������� GSD 

S������ D. B��� GSD, B��������CSD 

W����� P. B���� GSD 

S������ S. B������ W���� S���� S�������, GSD�D�������� 

Z����� B��� GSD�R��������� 

R����� K. G����� GSD (LC) 

A��� W. G����� G����� R�������� 

A������� S. G������� GSD 

R������ D. G����� G���� D��� 

D� . P���� C. H����� L������� 

B���������� J��� GSD 

K���'��� W. K���'��� G����� R�������� 

S������ S. K������ GSD 

K������� W. K���� L������� 

J�� G. L������� GSD 

M���� M. J. M���� GSD�B������� 

N����� M. M����� R��������� 

J���� N. M������ GSD, E��� EU S�������, B������� 

L����� M. M��� CSD 

D���� M����� GSD 

S������ M���� GSD 
B�� A. M������ GSD, CSD�B������� 
J������� M. M������ GSD 
S������ M. M������ GSD��B������� 
C�������� D. M����� D���� S������� 
E���� M. M������ GSD, R����������G����� R�������� 

  

N�� M������

New Members
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New Full Members
N���  N���  

B���� O����  H����� N. M����� 

E����� S������  D����� B. M���� 

L��� W. N�����  A����� A�������� 

R����� F. K����  C���� M����-S����� 

F����� I. K��������  D�. M���� W������� 

J������ A. N�������  S����� G. K����� 

A��� M�K�������  J����� M����� M����� 

R����� N. W������  T������ S. W. M����� 

B���� C�����  J������ K. B���-P���� 

C������� K. K�����   

 

N��� B���� �� I������� 

F������ M. N���� GSD, CSD��B������� 

S���� N. N���� GSD 

A����� M. N������ GSD�R����������BB 

N����� O���� GSD 

G���� M�������-O����� L������� 

A����� O. O���� GSD, R���������, B������� 

T������ K. O����� W���� S���� S��������GSD 

D� . G������ O��� R����������B������� 

S����� S. R����� W���� S���� S��������CSD 

C������ R��� L��������GSD 

N����� S��� GSD 

S����� S��� L������� 

V����� W. W������� GSD 

M����� J������ G. W������ GSD�R��������� 

D������ W. W������ L����GSD 

M����� W���� R����������D��������� 

 



A���� O���� 

T������ A����� J. D����� 

B������ M�����. T������ � M�����  M����� 

T��� S������  A����� 

N���� D����� B������� M���� 

O������ 

V����� C������� K����� K����� 

M����� B���� W. O���� 

 

New Affixes
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An affix is given out by the EAKC at the request of a full member. When we receive the 
application, the member's records are checked to see if they are exemplary in their 
breeding. There is nothing to guarantee that they will never make mistakes, but 
ideally, the affix is only granted to those who consistently breed well. We check that 
the breeding dogs of the applicant are hip scored and that they breed in a responsible 
manner. The kennels of the applicant is inspected. It is always important for those who 
own an affix to remember that they must uphold not only their own, but also that of 
the East Africa Kennel Club. Finally, the Council considers the application and decides if 
an affix can be granted. 
Once an affix is granted, it will remain reserved to be used only by the registered 
owner  and can not be re-used for 15 after it lapses.

C����  M���� - S�����

Aside from being a natural behaviour that is left over from their wolf ancestry, 
chasing is fun for a dog and triggers the pleasure centres of their brains. This 
behaviour can go from fun, like when your dog is chasing after a tennis ball to a 
real nightmare for you if the drive becomes too high and your dog begins 
displaying inappropriate behaviours associated with prey drive. Negative effects of 
predatory chase drive can include:

· Focusing on and stalking other animals
· Chasing/hunting/biting/killing cats and small animals

Prey chase drive, or predatory chase drive, is an overwhelming desire to chase 
things, such as other dogs, small furry animals, cars, bikes, scooters, etc. The 
movement of the “prey” triggers the dog to chase, similar to a reflex, and is a part 
of normal dog behaviour. Some breeds have higher predatory chase drives than 
others, especially working, hunting, and herding breeds. In this article, we will look 
at how to tame prey drive in a dog.

· Inability to focus on anything but moving things
· Chasing cars, bikes, skateboards, or other moving objects

What Is a Prey Chase Drive?
By - Michelson Found Animals Organisation. 

A���� 11
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Keep Them Safe and Secure

Owning a dog with a predatory chase drive can be quite a nuisance if the drive is mild. 
If your dog's chase drive is high though, it can be dangerous should they ever find an 
opportunity to chase and harm another animal. But fear not, all is not lost! Learning 
how to get a dog to stop chasing cats is attainable. You can work with your dog to 
make sure that they do not hurt themselves or another animal because of their need to 
chase moving objects.

Dogs with a high chase drive need a safe place to be contained when you are not at 
home to prevent them from escaping and harming another animal or person. Dogs 
with a bite or kill history may be legally declared potentially dangerous, dangerous, or 
vicious dogs and be humanely euthanized, so it is very important to keep your dog 
under control and safely secured at all times. Crating your dog indoors, installing an 
outdoor dog run and installing proper fencing are all good ways of how to tame prey 
drive in a dog, how to get a dog to stop chasing cats and preventing problems from 
happening. You may also need to put a lock on your gates to prohibit anyone from 
entering your yard without permission and accidentally or purposely letting your dog 
out.

Exercise 1: Encourage Eye Contact

How to Tame Prey Drive in a Dog

Do the Behavioural Work
Training exercises are an excellent way of how to tame prey drive in a dog, and there 
are several exercises you can do with your dog at home, with the most important being 
establishing control over your dog when they are off leash. As with any command you 
teach your dog, keep the Three Ds of dog training in mind – Distance, Duration and 
Distraction. You want to start training a new command with as few distractions as 
possible and have them hold the command for short durations while you stand close to 
your dog. As your dog gets better over time, start to increase the distractions, duration 
and distance until your dog can perform their commands reliably no matter what is 
going on around them. How to get your dog to stop chasing cats without exercising the 
Three Ds will be difficult. Your training will be fragile and will break down in the 
presence of a heavy distraction, such as a small dog running by or a bicyclist to chase.

There are a few things that need to happen in order for your dog to begin acting on a 
chase response. First, they will scan their environment for things that interest them, 
then they will lock eyes on their target, the target will move, and the chase begins. In 
order to prevent the chase from happening, we must break the cycle. To break the first 
step (scanning) and/or the second step (focusing), and tame prey drive in a dog, we 
should first begin working on encouraging our dog to give us their full attention when 
we ask for it and to check in with us frequently before acting. If you cannot break your 
dog's hyper-focused intense staring, you will not be able to redirect them later.

First, take a training treat in your hand and hold it between your fingers. Then bring 
the treat up and hold it between your eyes. Wait for your dog to glance at you. When 
your dog finally glances at you (the treat), click with your clicker to mark the moment 

Teach Your Dog “Watch Me”

P��� D����12

 



A���� O���� 

T������ A����� J. D����� 

B������ M�����. T������ � M�����  M����� 

T��� S������  A����� 

N���� D����� B������� M���� 

O������ 

V����� C������� K����� K����� 

M����� B���� W. O���� 
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An affix is given out by the EAKC at the request of a full member. When we receive the 
application, the member's records are checked to see if they are exemplary in their 
breeding. There is nothing to guarantee that they will never make mistakes, but 
ideally, the affix is only granted to those who consistently breed well. We check that 
the breeding dogs of the applicant are hip scored and that they breed in a responsible 
manner. The kennels of the applicant is inspected. It is always important for those who 
own an affix to remember that they must uphold not only their own, but also that of 
the East Africa Kennel Club. Finally, the Council considers the application and decides if 
an affix can be granted. 
Once an affix is granted, it will remain reserved to be used only by the registered 
owner  and can not be re-used for 15 after it lapses.

C����  M���� - S�����

Aside from being a natural behaviour that is left over from their wolf ancestry, 
chasing is fun for a dog and triggers the pleasure centres of their brains. This 
behaviour can go from fun, like when your dog is chasing after a tennis ball to a 
real nightmare for you if the drive becomes too high and your dog begins 
displaying inappropriate behaviours associated with prey drive. Negative effects of 
predatory chase drive can include:

· Focusing on and stalking other animals
· Chasing/hunting/biting/killing cats and small animals

Prey chase drive, or predatory chase drive, is an overwhelming desire to chase 
things, such as other dogs, small furry animals, cars, bikes, scooters, etc. The 
movement of the “prey” triggers the dog to chase, similar to a reflex, and is a part 
of normal dog behaviour. Some breeds have higher predatory chase drives than 
others, especially working, hunting, and herding breeds. In this article, we will look 
at how to tame prey drive in a dog.

· Inability to focus on anything but moving things
· Chasing cars, bikes, skateboards, or other moving objects

What Is a Prey Chase Drive?
By - Michelson Found Animals Organisation. 
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Keep Them Safe and Secure

Owning a dog with a predatory chase drive can be quite a nuisance if the drive is mild. 
If your dog's chase drive is high though, it can be dangerous should they ever find an 
opportunity to chase and harm another animal. But fear not, all is not lost! Learning 
how to get a dog to stop chasing cats is attainable. You can work with your dog to 
make sure that they do not hurt themselves or another animal because of their need to 
chase moving objects.

Dogs with a high chase drive need a safe place to be contained when you are not at 
home to prevent them from escaping and harming another animal or person. Dogs 
with a bite or kill history may be legally declared potentially dangerous, dangerous, or 
vicious dogs and be humanely euthanized, so it is very important to keep your dog 
under control and safely secured at all times. Crating your dog indoors, installing an 
outdoor dog run and installing proper fencing are all good ways of how to tame prey 
drive in a dog, how to get a dog to stop chasing cats and preventing problems from 
happening. You may also need to put a lock on your gates to prohibit anyone from 
entering your yard without permission and accidentally or purposely letting your dog 
out.

Exercise 1: Encourage Eye Contact

How to Tame Prey Drive in a Dog

Do the Behavioural Work
Training exercises are an excellent way of how to tame prey drive in a dog, and there 
are several exercises you can do with your dog at home, with the most important being 
establishing control over your dog when they are off leash. As with any command you 
teach your dog, keep the Three Ds of dog training in mind – Distance, Duration and 
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Teach Your Dog “Watch Me”
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they looked at you and give them a treat. Do this several times, then add the verbal cue 
“Watch Me” as you bring the treat to your eyes. As your dog starts offering the 
behaviour faster and faster, start having them hold your gaze for longer and longer 
periods of time. As your dog improves, begin practicing in areas that are slightly more 
and more distracting until your dog reliably holds your gaze no matter what is going 
on around them. With enough training to tame prey drive in a dog, you will be able to 
cue your dog to watch you should they begin hyper-scanning their environment and 
focusing on an animal, person, or object too much.

To tame prey drive in a dog who is already in the “stalk process: of the prey-chase-
cycle, and they are focusing intently on what they want to chase”, you will need to 
break the stalking behaviour. To do this, your dog will already need to reliably know 
how to lie down. When your dog is beginning to stalk, cue them into a down and drop 
treats between their feet to break the stare. Then drop the treats to the side so your dog 
looks away. Then clip your dog's leash and walk them out. When your dog is at a safe 
distance, reward your dog excitedly by praising enthusiastically and throwing a ball (a 
“good chase”) or playing with a tug toy.

Exercise 2: Drop Down

Teach “Check-In” to Tame Prey Drive in a Dog

For this exercise, we want to encourage our dog to come from a chase back to us. 
Before you begin, your dog should have already learned the Come/Recall command. 
To start training this method to tame prey drive in a dog and to get your dog to stop 
chasing cats, put your dog on a long leash (25') and use a low-value toy that your dog 
will chase if thrown, but will not be overly interested in, such as a towel. Throw the 
item, then call your dog back to you while they are in pursuit of the item. If they 
ignore your request, gently tug the leash (you do not want to “snap” them backward, 
you are merely using it to redirect their attention). When your dog leaves the item and 
returns to you, reward them with a “good chase,” this time allowing them to chase 
after you as you run and play with them. If your dog ignores or continues the chase, 
the game ends, and it is time to go home.

First, take your dog to an empty field or park and attach a long leash (15'- 25'). 
Completely ignore your dog and wait for them to give you their attention; this could 
take a while. As soon as they look at you, praise them with playtime! Let them chase 
you around the field (a positive chase), give them extra special treats, and lots of love 
and affection as if looking at you is the best thing they have ever done in their entire 
life. To get your dog to stop chasing cats, practice this often and soon your dog will 
learn that looking at you is better than wandering off on their own. After your dog is 
learning to focus on you more, you can begin practicing basic obedience to tame prey 
drive in your dog during your park sessions.

Exercise 3: Come Away
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Copied from Facebook post

How to tame prey drive in a dog involves having the right equipment that will help 
you on your journey to rehabilitating your dog, especially when accidents happen. If 
your dog should have a predatory chase drive outburst while you are out with your 
dog, the trigger may simply be too much for your training to break through. In the 
event your training fails, it would be wise to use a few training aids to help you break 
the intense focus and get your dog redirected back and focusing on you. Training tools 
such as “Stop That,” which is an air canister that emits a loud hissing noise while 
releasing calming pheromones may help break your dog's focus. The use of training 
collars may be helpful to tame prey drive in a dog but should only be used under the 
guidance of a professional experienced trainer.

How to Get a Dog to Stop Chasing Cats
When your dog and your other pets are allowed to interact, it is important to provide 
an escape route for any prey pets. Cats will benefit from a tall cat tree, shelves, or 
other tall furniture items to climb on top of to get away from your dog. Some other 
creative ideas are putting up baby gates in doorways that are high enough to allow a 
cat to run underneath it. This is especially beneficial if your dog is medium to large in 
size because they will not be able to fit under the gate. If your dog likes to jump, you 
may need to add a second baby gate above the first one to discourage your dog from 
jumping over the gate.

Since chasing is a natural canine behaviour, it will be helpful to have appropriate 
outlets for your dog to express it, such as by playing with toys, playing fetch, tug o' 
war or by enrolling in fun sports that'll curb your dog's need to chase. Good luck! 
Hopefully, these tips on how to tame prey drive in a dog and how to get your dog to 
stop chasing cats will help you achieve a more well-behaved pet.

Handling Emergencies

If your dog is chasing other animals in your home, such as cats, it is important to 
supervise all interactions between your dog and your other pets. Any time you cannot 
physically be there to supervise them, such as while you are at work or asleep, your 
dog should be contained in some way. Crate training is an excellent way of how to 
tame prey drive in a dog and ensure the safety of all of your pets while you are gone.

Teaching “leave it” is a great tip on how to tame prey drive in a dog and how to get 
your dog to stop chasing cats. To teach “leave it,” first put a treat on the floor. Tell 
your dog to “leave it,” and cover the treat with your foot if your dog tries to get the 
treat. As soon as your dog looks away or otherwise leaves the treat alone, use a clicker 
and click to mark the moment they left the treat alone and give them praise, affection, 
or a different treat. Designate other household animals as “leave it” and once your dog 
has mastered the command, they should completely leave their brothers and sisters 
alone.

Managing the Drive at Home

Exercise 4: Teach “Leave It”
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We had invited Stuart Mallard from England as he has been a friend to the EAKC for 
many years. He has judged at Crufts and all over the world. He also judged our show in 
1999 and 2010, so he was a fitting choice. 

thI start my report by covering our 100  year of service to pedigree dogs in East Africa, 
our Centenary, and I can say it was a very successful year. 

Stuart's Mallard stated that he felt a lovely atmosphere prevailed throughout the 
weekend and thanked you all for your sportsmanship. He said: “An excellent entry of 
dogs were exhibited and temperaments were of the highest order, the standard of 
handling was first rate in all but a very few instances.” 
It was lovely to have the Boerboel breed join us for the first time. They do not get CCs 

The first months of the year 2019 were spent in busy preparations for our centenary 
th th

show, which took place on the 11  and 12  of May. We ordered special souvenirs as 
presents for our members and for sale; we created a special catalogue with more 
advertising than usual, and we had our best number of entries for many years. 275 in 
total. 

The 2021 AGM was well attended with over 50 members present. Due to COVID 
Regulations, we had been unable to hold the 2020 AGM and the council and officers 
had continued to serve the club during this extended period.
Biddy had accepted the role of Chairman once more in 2019 but on the condition that it 
would only be for 1 more year but she too had to continue in her role as chairman until 
Grace was ready to take over in November 2020. Unusual work in unusual 
circumstances. 
Here is a summary of Biddy's chairperson's report as read at the 2021 AGM.

The AGM
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They will both be very missed, not only by the EAKC, but also the GSD Club, 

Our Catering in 2019, 2020, and today was done by the Rusty Nail Caterers who did a 
sterling job, feeding and watering us all extremely well at both our shows and the 
AGM. Thank you Peter, George, and staff for looking after us so well. 

yet, but once we have them registered in our system they will be a breed to watch out 
for! Such a great and enthusiastic Club. 

Our second show was held on 12-13 October 2019. We had  a last-minute scramble as 
our judge, Carla Molinari had to withdraw due to ill health. She kindly organized 
another international Judge for us from Portugal. Luis Catalan, who like Carla, is a 
senior member of the FCI and an international All Breed Championship judge. He 
slotted us into his busy judging schedule and did a great job, despite having to leave 
Sunday night immediately after the show to make it to his next appointment.

Over the year 2019, we also hosted 2 GSD Club shows at our Jamhuri Park grounds 
with overseas judges, an LKA Championship Show and a highly successful Boerboel 
Assessment event.
Sadly, the obedience classes at the shows have not had the following they used to have 
over the last 2years. Here we have to say a sad farewell to Linda Brown and Neil 
Cohen who were to leave the country in April, but actually left in August 2020 to live 
in the UK with their 3 dogs. I would like to thank them very much indeed for all the 
very hard work, time and energy given in training and judging. They dedicated so 
much to dogdom in Kenya.

The showground looked fantastic and very festive with tents all dressed and ready to 
be filled with our sponsors' wonderful products. Here I would like to give a huge 
thanks to all our sponsors who come to every show and give us their support. Without 
them we would find it extremely difficult to bring our overseas judge to enable us to 
hold our shows.

I would like to thank the show committee, chaired by Anna, who, regardless of her 
broken hip, ran 2 excellent shows in 2019. 
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I often see nice pedigree dogs at craft fairs, especially at Karura Forest. If these dogs 
were known and registered, it would help our gene pool for the various breeds a lot.  As 
our members, I hope you will help us spread the word to those who come in with 
pedigree dogs, even if only for 2 years, that they could make a valuable contribution by 
registering and breeding their dogs here.

obedience group and the Labrador Club, to whom you have both contributed in so 
many ways, in judging trials, good citizen wards and finally camping with your 
beloved dogs.

KUSA's Breed Health Committee sent us a message that it 
“…applauds the efforts of the East Africa Kennel Club to convince breeders to report 
incidents of Dermoid Sinus and Ridgelessness in Rhodesian Ridgebacks and to have 
these conditions recorded on the registry. KUSA concurs that refusing registration of 
affected dogs serves no purpose.”

In July, we were all horrified as a wave of Aflatoxin poisoning cases spread across the 
country causing much distress. Much was learned from this sad occurrence and as 
always we advise to keep your dogs off local maize products where possible as this is 
clearly the main source.

In June, Council made the decision to accept the registration of “ridgeless” 
ridgebacks. This decision was deliberated at length and opinions sought from Kennel 
Clubs and breed clubs globally resulting in a limited (endorsed) registration (Progeny 
Not eligible for registration) of these dogs. 

2020 brought quite the upheaval when COVID came on the scene. Forcing us to re-
organise the running of the club and training as we all went into hiding. Thanks to the 
digitalisation efforts made in the office, registrations were able to continue online 

The Labrador club continues to run its Wednesday morning training and socializing 
classes for all breeds of dogs, whether pedigree, cross breed, or any other variety. They 
also run the UK Good Citizen Award Scheme. The Labrador Club held their own 
successful show and trial with over 100 dogs entered at the new (this) showground.
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The Weld Dixon Showground where the AGM was held, is developing well. We have 
held Labrador Field Trials here and Anna has tended the trees that continue to grow. 
Anna has to be congratulated on the amazing work she has done for us in developing 
the grounds with the help of Willie, Joshua, and Justus our new groundsman. Justus 
works tirelessly to maintain what you can see today.

Another panicked scramble ensued from which we were rescued by Michael Forte (a 
previous judge) who recommended Donne Lucas from South Africa, who was able to 
cut her own holiday short to come over and very ably judge our October 2020 Show, 
which, as you know was our first show at this beautiful showground, where there was 
even enough space for the GSDs to be quiet.
In December 2020 Fred retired from the club. He has been a stalwart of the Club since 
1985 and we hope he enjoys his retirement. A small harambee was held to allow each 
of you to contribute personally, which he received gratefully together with all moneys 
due to him legally. He was very grateful for all your contributions. A huge thank you to 
him for all his years of service. 

We had exceptionally heavy rains which made the grass grow very fast and we looked 
at various lawn mowers which proved very expensive to cope with grounds the size of 
this new showground. After COVID came we decided not to purchase a lawn mower 
and instead get someone to cut the grass and take the hay, which allows this to pay for 
itself for now.

almost seamlessly, and our council was able to muddle on with online meetings. 
In September we decided to see if you (our members) wanted us to organise a Show as 
things had started to look up and 70% of you responded that you would love that! We 
had a judge lined up so Neeltje started the mammoth task of organising this show, last 
minute with all the necessary COVID Protocols, when at the last minute our judge 
cancelled as she was unable to cope with the quarantine which would be imposed on 
her upon return to the UK. 
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As a non-profit making organization, we have few funds available to put up new 
buildings we require for offices, stores, and staff housing. We will need all our 
members to talk to friends and companies to sponsor, bequeath, donate, and give 
generously, as we once did for the Jamhuri Park grounds. I would like to thank the 
LKA and the Labrador Club and their members who have donated/sponsored all the 
costs of Surveyors, Culverts, Contractors, Water Tanks, amounting to well over a 
million shillings. Without their assistance, the grounds would not look anything like 
what has been achieved so far.
The EAKC itself has also been doing its bit paying for maintenance, staff, equipment, 
and the building of the toilets.

The lawyers are hopeful that we can complete all the government processes in the next 
year to make these grounds our own thanks to the wonderfully generous bequest from 
Natasha James.

To the Council members I extend a big vote of thanks for all your help and support. 
I thank the judges, obedience judges, volunteers , vets, stewards, collectors, 
announcers, scribes, handlers, cup stewards, so many it is difficult to name. The shows 
could not run without your support.
I also congratulate all the competitors and their dogs for entering and making shows 
happen. 

Seeds in his Garden – Thank you, Becky and all her family who come to help us run the 
show. We miss you very much Becky and wish you well in the USA.
Deepa Galot, Thank you for providing Safari Water and keeping us hydrated in the 
office during shows. Deepa has done this show after show for many years.
A big “Thank you” to Securex who have provided us with security free of charge. 
Now I must thank Neeltje for all the extremely hard work she does not just in the 
office, but also at home and in the evenings. She works tirelessly on behalf of the 
EAKC. She does not stop working when the door of the office is locked. There is so 
much going on in the background that people are unaware of. She is in contact with so 
many overseas societies on our behalf and obtains answers to questions quickly and 
efficiently. 

I extend a huge thank you to Linda van Dalen for her untiring energy as the Ring 
Steward. We hope that the slightly smaller main ring has been helpful to you.
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I can now step down as Chairperson and happily remain in the background in future as I hand 
over to Grace Wahome as my successor. I wish her well and will continue to give her my full 
support if and when needed. To the EAKC Council I extend my sincere and deep thanks for all 
the support and hep I have received in so many different ways.

Thank you, Biddy, for your wonderful speech as well as leadership as Chairperson of EAKC 
now and in all the previous years that you have tirelessly continued to lead and support the 
Kennel Club. 

This took me a little longer due to COVID, but after 2 years and 8 months (instead of the 
intended 1 year) I retired at the end of November as we started to see and opening in COVID 
and were able to begin training again and think forward positively. It is for Grace to take up the 
Chairpersons job, and continue this report: 

Having taken over from Biddy in November 2020, I do not have much to add, however I would 
like to highlight a few points.

As I close, I look forward to working with each and every one of you, not only for the future of 
EAKC as a club but for the future of dogdom in general.

I would like to thank each member of the EAKC, dog club affiliated with EAKC, other external 
bodies involved in the dogdom both in Kenya and internationally, members of the committee 
of whom I have come to know and appreciate over the years 

Finally, to all my committee members “The strength of the team is each individual member, 
and the strength of each member is the Team”. As a team we will always achieve the best no 
matter whatever challenges come our way. 

I must confess that since I joined the club I aspired to learn and follow in Biddy's footsteps to 
the betterment of the Kennel Club as well as the Dog World in general. I have big boots to fill! 
and I hope that one day, the coming generation will look back and appreciate the work I intend 
to do for the Kennel Club to move it forward as I appreciate and applaud the tremendous work 
you have done before me. It is not a secret that many of us here appreciate you and you will 
always be in our hearts. I hope and pray that you will always be there to guide us when called 
upon. May God always bless the work of your hands. I would now like to present you with a gift 
as a token of thanks.

First of all, as we are all seated here, on the Weld Dixon Showground, we cannot start to 
appreciate the beauty of these grounds which have been given to us, by Natasha. Once again 
thank you Tashi, we will always be grateful for your most generous gift. In addition to what 
Biddy just said, the future of the grounds solemnly relies on us, the members, to make it our 
own. Soon, we will be calling upon all of you to help to improve the grounds even further. I 
would also like to encourage all other dog clubs affiliated with EAKC, to give their input as 
these grounds will in the future benefit all dog clubs in Kenya. I thank Anna and her team, 
Robert, and others once again for their continuous work here and everyone else who has had an 
input in it. 

There is no doubt that we intend to keep up with new international standards, of registration. In 
addition to this, we must appreciate the implementation of Zooeasy which was done a few 
years ago which will also assist all our members in matching their dogs with correct breeding 
partners as well as maintain our records as our community grows even further both in East 
Africa and other countries. 

Our now new members of staff lead by Neeltje as the Executive Officer, and Wambui have 
certainly come at a time when more hands are needed as we implement new rules and 
procedures starting with the GSD Club of East Africa. The changes in registration of GSDs 
separating Long Coats and Short or Standard Coated dogs into entirely separate breeds, as well 
as the international recommendations of DNA tests in dogs. 
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Official Notification

Furthermore, The Executive Committee recommended to Council for ratification 
that as she has admitted to the above grievances, she should be barred from seeking 
any position within the E.A. Kennel Club or its affiliates for a period of three years. 
This recommendation was tabled and unanimously carried by all those present at 
the council meeting of 10th March 2021. 

The final caution issued, relates to the use of a Facebook page that holds the name 
“East Africa Kennel Club registered puppies and dogs”. Despite the fact that the 
page holds a disclaimer about it being privately managed, it gives the strong 
impression that it is linked to the E.A. Kennel Club. 

She is also officially cautioned about her conduct on social media in relationship to 
the E. A. Kennel Club, where she is reminded that she is bound by the E. A. Kennel 
Club Constitution as a member regarding her disclosures about club matters or club 
officials ridiculing and/or disrespecting the club and/or the officials of the club 
and/or decisions made by the club’s established leadership. 

Caution was also given to her regarding abiding by the Rules and Regulations in 
place and following of the proper procedures to change these Rules and 
Regulations when the need arises. This caution also extends to procedures in place 
for lodging of complaints and resolutions of complaints as publicly or covertly 
enlisting support for her cause outside of the established framework and procedures 
is not conduct becoming of a member. 

Because the name of the page cannot be changed, it was decided that 
administrative access should be granted to the office clerk and one member of the 
Council, this has not yet come to pass.

Angela has been issued with an official warning letter which cautions her against 
using abusive language (whether verbal or in writing) towards the Executive 
Secretary, members of the Council or any volunteers or staff working on behalf of 
the E. A. Kennel Club. 

The EAKC hereby wish to notify, in accordance with our Constitution, of a recent 
disciplinary matter which was raised within the East Africa Kennel Club with 
regard to the behaviour of one of our members, namely Angela Yoder Maina. 

The disciplinary committee report state that her conduct has been found grievous 
and warranting appropriate action, including dismissal from the club, however, the 
disciplinary committee felt that she has shown remorse, cooperated and stated her 
commitment to making a positive change and will therefore be given another 
chance. 
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The 2020 EAKC Championship Show

Above: The 2020 October Best in Show line up

N. Shah’s Anita Saj, Hander: Obama Andy with Chayo Cullinan(UK)Jessie&Voxcreek Winnatakesitall (ZA)

Hafiz Hussein with S May’s Sh. Ch. Red AdmiralMr. Benawra’s Acacia Kaizer 
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The 168th Championship Show was a first since the start of COVID which was a great 
reason to try out our spacious Weld Dixon Show ground off Magadi Road. 
This new show venue is very different from our usual show ground as it is mostly flat 
which makes it easy to set up a well spaced (socially distanced) Show where people 
are easily able to remain in their own safe bubbles. 
We hired tents for exhibitors and created a large ring around the arena, interspersing 
their tents with the sponsors, which made for a great flow.

• Best Junior Handler 8-12 years old  Tania Kabuga
• Best Junior Handler of the Show   Tania Kabuga

The winners of this show were:

The layout of the collecting ring did cause some stress, especially for the ring steward 
as it allowed a crowd to gather surreptitiously which then got a bit too enthusiastic 
resulting in what may be seen as double handling. I hope all our competitors are now 
reminded that this is strictly prohibited at all breed shows. 
The judge, Donne Lucas came to us from South Africa as the judge we had booked 
earlier was unable to cope with the quarantine regulations upon return to UK. Donne 
brought some extra flair to the show with her own winner’s rosettes and a generous 
donation of rosettes from Andy Haskins for the Junior Handlers. 

• Best Junior Handler 13-18 years old  Hafiz Hussein

Best Junior Handler of the year was not awarded as not enough competitions had been 
held.

• Third Best in Show M. Nadeem Butt's, German Shepherd Dog Ch. Rusko vom 
Hühnegrab of Doeland (D)

• Best in Show Mr. S. Kabuga's, Rottweiler, Gimli Spartan Arena (SERB)

• Best Puppy in Show S. Benawra's GSD Skaga Daniella Dan
• Best Veteran in Show A. Taieth's Cocker Spaniel Sh. Ch. Syrmor Maid in Blue at 
Flyaway (GB).

• Reserve Best in Show and Best Country Bred B.E. Davis's, Labrador 
Retriever, Dual Ch Ontulele Merely Amonarch

Pedigree Dog Food Sponsors’s Tent Family Mooke Sholz with BoB Rhodesian 
Ridgeback Glenaholm Jengo (ZA)
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1. Melissa Kabuga, winner of the Junior 
Handler of the Show 2. Mr Nadeem Butt 
3. Anna McFerran Ch Ontulele Harry Potter 
4. Robert Poole and Linda Telles enjoying the 
show 5. S. Benawra’s Skaga Daniella Dan, Best 
Puppy in Show. 6. Biddy Davis’ Ontulele Dare 
Devil at 10 years old, happy to head home at the 
end of the show.


